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Effect of nano-alumina concentration on the properties
of poly(vinyl chloride)/thermoplastic polyester elastomer
blend system
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Abstract Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC)/thermoplastic

polyester elastomer (Hytrel) blend system prepared in

50/50 composition was found to have the highest possible

percentage elongation-at-break. This is due to better

molecular compatibility between the two; however, they

had lower strength and modulus values. In order to improve

the strength and modulus property, alumina nano-particles

were added as a reinforcing agent in concentrations as 1, 3,

5, and 7 phr in the blend system. The prepared nanocom-

posites were characterized for mechanical, thermal, rheo-

logical, morphological, and electrical properties. The 5-phr

nano-alumina loaded PVC/Hytrel blend had optimal

improvement in its strength values, but above that con-

centration nano-alumina started forming aggregates as was

apparent from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) anal-

ysis. SEM images showed uniform distribution of nano-

alumina in both PVC and Hytrel phases of the blend.

Tensile strength and modulus were found to have increased

by about 20 and 97 %, respectively, whereas elongation at

maximum load decreased by 50 %, indicating the effect of

nano-alumina as a reinforcing agent in the PVC/Hytrel

system. The glass transition temperature, onset degradation

temperature, viscosity, surface resistivity and volume

resistivity increased, whereas degradation weight loss (%)

decreased with increase in nano-alumina concentration in

PVC/Hytrel blend system. No chemical interaction

happened between PVC, Hytrel or alumina nano-particles,

as proved by FTIR analysis.
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Introduction

Modification of polymers by blending them with other

materials such as plasticizers, low molecular weight poly-

mers, and rubbery materials to increase its flexibility and

impact strength had been extensively used in the past [1].

Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) in particular has been subjected

to such modification by a variety of material and its use in

rubberized form is well known [2]. With the advent of

thermoplastic elastomers, conventional materials in PVC–

rubber blends were replaced with new components, since

they facilitated easier compounding and processing routes

than conventional materials [3, 4].

Copolyester thermoplastic elastomer (Hytrel) is a two-

phase material possessing of both thermoplastic and rub-

bery nature; the former results from the crystalline hard

segments serving as thermally reversible physical cross-

links, and the latter forms the amorphous soft segments [5].

Mechanical blending of Hytrel with PVC provides

improved characteristics of physical/processing properties

and optimum cost performance [6, 7].

Kwei et al. [8] studied the tensile, thermal expansion

and dynamic mechanical properties of PVC/Hytrel blend

system. Their result indicated extensive mixing of the PVC

and Hytrel polymeric chains into each other giving a very

nice compatibility. Radhakrishnan et al. [9] studied the

structure and dielectric properties of the PVC/Hytrel blend

system. They found 50–50 composition of PVC and Hytrel
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